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ABSTRACT
Emerging from a participatory research project, this article 
draws on in-depth, semi-structured interviews, and home 
tours with trans masculine individuals and couples in the US 
Northeast to examine how homes come to function as spaces 
of both grounding and disidentification for transmasculine 
participants. In this article we argue that photographs 
and items of décor–particular, meaningful objects in trans 
homes–function to materialize the queerness of transition, 
and thus constitute a material expression of queer time. 
They provide a means for trans folks to acknowledge the 
queerness of the multiple life course temporalities co-present 
in the intimacy of private space, and we suggest that through 
these objects trans bodies engage in a process of becoming 
through moments of ‘co-substancing’ with the objects that 
are cherished, displayed, or hidden, in trans homespaces. In 
this article we suggest that objects on display in the home 
allow not just for a stretching of normative temporalities of 
the self, but also for the performance of home space as trans. 
We argue that more scholarly attention needs to be paid to 
the everyday, mundane geographies of transgender lives.

Introduction

In the United States, 2016 saw a wave of state-level ‘bathroom bills’ specifically 
banning trans individuals from using public facilities that accord with their gender 
identity. This was heavily covered in mainstream media, and the Obama administra-
tion intervened, warning schools that excluded trans students from gender-appro-
priate bathrooms or other public facilities were in violation of Title IX of federal civil 
rights law. In early 2017 the newly inaugurated Trump administration rescinded 
this order. This high profile political struggle, in addition to increased depiction of 
trans lives in film and television, and an upsurge in attention to trans women and 
men at elite women’s college campuses (Weber 2016), has largely cohered around 
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an ontology of trans bodies as spectacular – and subject to violence – in the public 
sphere. Meanwhile, the ascendance of queer domestic practices, including, most 
visibly, the nationwide establishment of a right to marry regardless of gender via 
the United States Supreme Court’s 2015 Obergefell decision, has given rise to new 
anxieties around homonormativity, calling into question the legitimacy of queer 
political projects premised on domesticity and the privatization of social reproduc-
tion (eg Stewart-Winter 2015). In this article we draw on interviews and home tours 
with transmasculine-spectrum informants to problematize this spectacularization 
of trans bodies through a focus on the mundane practices of everyday lives that 
take place in trans domestic space. Specifically, we bring together literatures on 
trans geographies, queer time, queer domesticity, and the queer post-human to 
argue that visible physical objects – photographs, décor, and items on display – 
play a key role in the production of trans domesticities. We argue that these mean-
ingful objects in trans homes function to materialize the queerness of transition, 
and thus constitute a material expression of queer time.

Geographers have been slow to engage with debates on queer time (though 
see Lewis 2014; Oswin 2012). In this article we attempt to remedy this lacuna in 
queer geography by making the case for the queerness of the relation between 
trans masculine individuals and their significant objects as a central component of 
the construction and lived experience of domestic space. We argue that treasured 
and highly visible objects in trans homes, including photos of the self, materialize 
a co-presence of past and present for – and with – the contested lifecourse trajec-
tory of the trans person themselves. We argue that for trans men, the queerness 
of time itself cannot be disarticulated from what Henry Rubin (2003, 177) has 
called the ‘transsexual trajectory,’ or ‘how [trans men] became transsexuals and 
the men they always already were.’ We are not attempting to articulate a single 
theory of transition, but rather to explore how everyday, mundane engagements 
with things at home crystallize the multiple simultaneous temporalities of queer 
time in relationship to experiences of trajectories of transition which are never 
located only in the past.

We acknowledge tensions between ‘trans’ and ‘queer’ as epistemological frame-
works as well as identities, but we also recognize the productive intersections 
between the two as they both seek to destabilize categorizations around sex and 
gender (see Love 2014). Thus we begin by reviewing literatures on trans geogra-
phies and feminist and queer geographies of the home before moving on to a 
discussion of how research on domestic temporalities can be usefully articulated 
with recent work on both queer time and the queer non-human. We turn next 
to a reflexive discussion of our methodology. In the two empirical sections that 
follow, we suggest that decorative objects and photographs in the home that 
interviewees identify as key to making their home a trans space play a central role 
in materializing a specifically queer co-presence of multiple temporalities in the 
intimacy of private space. In so doing we attempt to address the relative lack of 
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work in the social sciences not only on trans everyday domesticities in general, but 
on the role that household objects play in the construction of trans subjectivities.

Queer homes & trans spaces

Scholars (eg Browne, Nash, and Hines 2010; Hines 2010) have recently begun to 
examine transgender experiences of space. Much work on trans geographies 
focuses on public spaces like bathrooms and exclusion from or marginal inclusion 
within other queer spaces (Doan 2007). Relatively little work in geography and 
elsewhere has examined transgender experiences of private space (though see 
Davidmann 2014 on trans intimacy and Pfeffer 2010 on the division of domestic 
labor in transmasculine-cisgender female households). Felsenthal’s (2009) case 
study of Transy House, a halfway house specifically designed as a trans femme 
space, limns the house’s domestic geographies through the display of individually 
and collectively curated decorative objects as visual cues, or ‘transcapes,’ such as 
the use of what some residents describe as ‘feminine’ colors, and posters depict-
ing trans icons like Silvia Rivera and Marsha P. Johnson. Petra Doan’s work (2010), 
noting the centrality of the home as a place where, particularly, pre-transition indi-
viduals can express their gender, is another important exception. Moving autoeth-
nographically through the spaces of her home, Doan notes that even behind closed 
doors there are gradations of privacy as, for instance, the telephone can serve as 
a conduit for the intrusion of transphobic actors.

Feminists (McDowell 1983; Wekerle 1984) have for decades debated the extent 
to which the home, as a privatized space within the patriarchal modernist city, was 
a place of power and oppression, violence and insecurity (Brickell 2012). Though 
sometimes understood as a place of refuge and belonging (Domosh 1998; hooks 
1989), the home has primarily been theorized as a space in which the cult of 
domesticity that emerged during the Industrial Revolution bound women to the 
tasks of social reproduction and cut them off from full engagement in paid labor 
markets. Consequently, much feminist critique of home décor has been centered 
on the rise of consumer cultures which imbued the home with a near-sacred status 
in twentieth-century American life, a space to be elegantly styled by women and 
filled with commodities (Hayden 1980). Queer writers have added to this critique, 
associating homespaces with the materialization of heteronormative temporalities 
and asymmetrical power relations with the family (Johnston and Valentine 1995; 
Valentine 1993), where visibly queer items have to be either ambiguous enough 
to escape detection or strategically concealed.

Recently, however, the home as a locus of identity has been re-evaluated by 
geographers. As Blunt (2005, 210) reminds us, ‘the home itself is intensely political, 
both in its internal intimacies and through its interfaces with the wider world’. 
Work on migrant families has indicated the ways in which homespaces and the 
objects that populate them can serve as sites of memory and belonging (eg Tolia-
Kelly 2004). In particular, a proliferation of work has focused on the centrality of 
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homespaces to lesbian and gay identity construction. As Stephen Vider notes, 
‘meanings of domesticity shifted for gay men during [the 1950s and 1960s], from 
a site of supposed isolation or deviance, to a source of identity, community, and 
pleasure’ (2013, 880). Before this, he writes, queer subjects were constructed either 
as ‘antidomestic’ or ‘hyperdomestic’ (889), and thus posed an almost existential 
threat to straight men’s use of and domination over the home. A number of writ-
ers (Cook 2014; Gorman-Murray 2006, 2008a, 2008b; Pilkey 2014) have begun to 
focus on the stylization of private spaces of everyday, mundane gay life, while 
attention has also been paid to lesbian domestic environments, attending to the 
ways in which homes can serve as spaces for forging radical new subjectivities and 
relations, sanctuaries from oppression, as well as spaces of surveillance (Barrett 
2015a, 2015b; Elwood 2000; Rothenberg 1995; Scicluna 2015). Though these lit-
eratures often place a distinct emphasis on the ways in which domestic material 
cultures can at least appear to ‘cohere’ disparate selves, they tend to ignore the 
queer potential in how the subjects of these studies are enmeshed in queer assem-
blages that knit together bodies, objects, and temporalities and challenge both 
heteronormative and humanistic orderings of private space.

Queer time, queer matter

As Carolyn Dinshaw (Dinshaw et al. 2007, 185) writes, queer time is a specific mode 
of indexing ‘experiences not regulated by “clock” time or by a conceptualization 
of the present as singular and fleeting’ Queer time is thus ‘the felt experience of 
asynchrony’ (190). Countering what he calls the ‘antirelational turn’ in queer theory 
and its hostility to futurity, José Muñoz draws on Heidegger to articulate a similar 
vision of queer time which, for him is an ‘ecstatic and horizontal temporality’ (2009, 
25) in which past, present, and future are hewn together in the process of forging 
queer utopias that question the present. For Muñoz, queerness itself is best seen 
as a horizon, a means by which ‘the temporal stranglehold [of ] straight time is 
interrupted or stepped out of’ (32). If Jack Halberstam’s pioneering notion of ‘queer 
time’ centered largely around gay men’s sense of the contraction of the lifecourse in 
response to AIDS, Halberstam also notes that queer time ‘is also about the potenti-
ality of a life unscripted by the conventions of family, inheritance, and child rearing’ 
(2005, 2). Queer time has thus been theorized as a diverse and diffuse mode of 
temporality that enfolds the more-than-linear ways that queers experience, live 
against, and creatively reconstruct what Freeman (2010) calls ‘chrononormativity.’ 
Castiglia and Reed, for instance, note that the traumatic legacy of the AIDS crisis 
has fostered, for gay men, a practice of ‘strategic unremembering’ (2012, 148), in 
a forward-looking, rights-based contemporary context. They emphasize efforts 
towards a productive recuperation of collective queer domestic pasts, including 
the particular visibilities of mundane queer homespaces, which throughout the 
later twentieth century were characterized by a camp aesthetic that, they argue 
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engages and invokes ‘pastness’ as a ‘visual sign of dissent from prevailing social 
norms’ (99).

In fact there is a long tradition of scholarship on the role of domestic objects in 
the construction of individual and family identities. In their classic study of Chicago 
households, Csikszentmihalyi and Rochberg-Halton write that ‘household objects 
constitute an ecology of signs that reflects as well as shapes the pattern of the 
owner’s self’ (1981, 17, emphasis in original). But they also note that household 
objects operate materially; they ‘affect what a person can do, either by expanding 
or restricting the scope of that person’s actions and thoughts’ (53). They have, as 
they write, ‘a determining effect on the development of the self’ (53). Feminist 
scholars have begun to explore the gendering of domestic materials and objects, 
as in Cox’s (2016) work on the role of DIY in constituting forms of gendered white 
settler subjectivity. In reference to gay men’s homes, Andrew Gorman-Murray 
notes that the juxtaposition of cherished objects at home ‘not only (re)unites these 
diverse identity fragments, but materially embeds a “whole” self within domestic 
space’ (2008a, 284). Crucially, for Gorman-Murray, this comes to matter all the 
more for queers and other marginalized subjects whose complex identities are 
not ‘affirmed or easily performed in the public sphere’ (284).

Scholars (eg Power 2009) have recently begun to address the relationship 
between objects, the domestic, and the queer non-linearity of temporality, focus-
ing on the role of the non-human in shaping experiences of time in the home. 
Doolittle (2011), writing of Victorian England, notes that certain household objects, 
like easy chairs and grandfather clocks, marked both daily and generational time 
and are often clearly gendered as well. Nicky Gregson’s work on collecting and 
ridding homes of objects like china, clothing, and children’s toys demonstrates 
that enduringness and transience are ‘the primary temporal registers of everyday 
life, and of the social life of objects in the home’ (2007, 105). She contends that ‘it 
is in the play between things’ enduringness and transience […] that we make our 
homes accommodating places to live in, and achieve the state of being at home’ 
(126). Rachel Hurdley, in her work on mantelpiece display, performs a more open-
ended reading of the temporalities engendered by objects in ‘domestic display 
areas’ (2006, 721). She argues that the materiality of these items ‘is not bound by 
temporal and spatial limits, since they are the material with which people build 
stories of absent presences, a horizon beyond which the past and future […] dwell’ 
(721). Thus, through their physical presence as well as their arrivals and disappear-
ances, objects themselves come to embody as well as perform the social space of 
domesticity (see also Bingham 1996) while simultaneously suspending the home-
dweller in a kind of horizontal temporality which enfolds the past and is open to 
the potential of the future.

As Will McKeithen notes, much feminist work on domestic engagements ‘remains 
problematically humanist’ (2017, 4). We want to bring the literature on domestic 
objects into productive conversation with recent work on the queer post-human. 
Queer post-humanism asks, as Luciano and Chen put it, how the categories of 
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human and non-human ‘rub on, and against, each other, generating friction and 
leakage’ (2015, 186). It is also an interrogation of the logics of cause and effect and 
an acknowledgment of the co-constitution of human self and non-human other 
through the performativity of becoming difference through relation. Karen Barad 
writes that ‘Phenomena are entanglements of spacetimematter’ (2011, 125), which 
Mel Chen (2013) has called a process of ‘co-substancing’ open to its own self-anni-
hilation through classificatory ‘metamorphosis’. Thus queer here means to acknowl-
edge the entanglements of worlding that take seriously the role that objects play 
not just in constituting individual identities, but in cohering and orienting trans 
bodies to queer time and queer space. In this article we want to reframe feminist 
work on domesticities by asking what it would mean to think about domestic 
objects and home-dwellers as entangled together as queer domestic assemblages 
producing everyday queer temporalities within trans homes.

Methods

This work emerges out of a research project that we have uneasily called ‘partici-
patory.’ As Pain (2004, 652) writes, ‘The keystone of [participatory research] is that 
it involves those conventionally “researched” in some or all stages of research, 
from problem definition through to dissemination and action.’ We consider this a 
participatory research project in the sense that the first author is a queer cisgender 
academic geographer and the second author is a queer trans activist and educator 
(both are white and middle class). The second author, in particular, is embedded 
in and responsible to social and activist networks that include many, but not all, 
of the research participants. Dismayingly, the process of attaining permission to 
conduct this research with human subjects revealed that it is not even possible 
for a person not associated with a university to be considered co-principal investi-
gator, with equal standing, in a research project that goes before the Institutional 
Review Board for ethics clearance; he could only be considered ‘additional project 
personnel.’ Clearly institutional requirements end up disciplining projects like par-
ticipatory research into hierarchical categories, despite our best intentions.

To recruit participants we put an open call out to trans-identified individuals, and 
in doing so, relied some on our social networks for outreach. The second author’s 
long-time residence in a small city in Vermont with an even smaller queer and 
trans community, and employment at a voluntary sector agency serving LGBTQ 
youth in the state, has led to a certain familiarity with many members of those 
communities, but neither author had been inside any of these homes, and did not 
consider themselves ‘friends’ with any of the participants (see Di Feliciantonio 2017 
for a discussion of the embeddedness of researchers – and the incorporation of 
their whole lives – into queer research). Recruitment for interviews in Pennsylvania 
consisted of driving traffic to the project website through social media- and email-
based queer and trans networks. Additionally some informal conversations about 
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the project with trans-identified community members helped with recruitment 
efforts (telling friends of friends).

Both authors collaborated on the development of research questions and an 
interview schedule, and emphasis was placed on questions of what was at stake 
for participants, how the research could be made politically useful, and how results 
could be disseminated in non-academic fora. Due to the paucity of research on 
the connection between trans identity and homemaking, and the overwhelming 
dominance of linear narratives of trans lives largely told in relation to cisnormativ-
ity, many participants noted that their participation was motivated by the idea of 
adding to the collective body of knowledge and thought around trans lives, and 
in particular through the opportunity for self-directed meaning-making. Others 
mentioned the enticing nature of blurring the lines between private and public 
space by inviting us in, and given the social context of transphobia that trans 
people exist in and navigate routinely, many noted the sense of empowerment 
they felt from participating in a project in which they were invited to be visible 
on their own terms. Both authors agreed that having a trans person as one of the 
interviewers created access in a way that made the invitations into homes and 
some sense of rapport possible, helping to diffuse the sense of voyeurism that 
often accompanies work on trans people by cisgender people (see Serano 2007). 
Additionally this provided an entry point through which the second author could 
share his own experiences in the context of the interview, thus moving the process 
from one of one-way knowledge extraction to a context of mutual sharing and 
engagement. In the course of each home visit, the second author also specifically 
positioned himself as a secondary interviewer, not directly asking questions, so 
as to serve in the course of the interview as a commentator and mediator, neither 
fully doing the ‘researching’ nor being ‘researched.’

Of course, compound systematic exclusion from both housing and labor mar-
kets has resulted in especially high rates of trans homelessness in the United States 
and elsewhere, particularly among trans youth and youth of color (Cochran et 
al. 2002; Spicer, Schwartz, and Barber 2010). While in no way downplaying the 
severity of the phenomenon, we are also aware of how, increasingly, within a 
liberal framework of ‘rights,’ trans bodies are narrated as problematic, both on 
the part of those who would deny those rights as well as, at times, those activists 
whose strategies include the visibilization of trans suffering and the lionization of 
trans existence as a constant state of emancipatory transgression. In this project 
we chose to focus our lens away from severely disadvantaged or spectacularized 
trans people in order to begin the project of excavating unexceptional domes-
ticities. We conducted formal, in-depth, semi-structured interviews in subjects’ 
homes, and these were either followed or preceded by home tours, during which 
we also took photographs, with participants’ permission. Twelve (12) interviews 
with individuals were conducted in total in Vermont and Pennsylvania, U.S.A. All 
participants were on the trans-masculine spectrum, identifying variously as male, 
male and trans, transmasculine queer, transgender butch, and transmasculine, and 
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all pronouns referring to participants in this article reflect participants’ own usage. 
One participant identified as Latino and one as Native American; the rest were 
white. They ranged in age from 24 to 45; one owned his house with his partner, one 
lived with parents, and the rest rented either with partners, roommates, or alone. 
The sample was thus not designed to be representative, but to provide a series of 
intimate intrinsic case studies from which we could explore the geographies of 
trans domesticities. All names used are pseudonyms.

We acknowledge that who we are as interviewers affected the construction of 
our purposive sample in that those parts of our identities aligning with partici-
pants likely created affinity and enabled access to participants’ homes, allowing 
us to pursue our method in the first place (for more on the methodological sig-
nificance of researching within one’s own community, see Valentine 2002; Worth 
2008). We also acknowledge the significance of the whiteness and middle-class 
status of the majority of our sample, particularly through the way these axes of 
privilege generate greater ability to have ‘free’ time to give to the project. We did 
not specifically start with an objective to focus on trans masculine folks, but it very 
quickly became clear that these were the trans community members to whom 
we had greatest access and who likely felt the most safety and affinity with us as 
researchers taking on this topic. In this sense it is impossible to ignore the operation 
of transmisogyny and how trans femme folks perceive and experience a constant 
added layer of scrutiny on their lives (Serano 2007). This made it far more difficult 
to find trans feminine participants willing to give out information about their lived 
experiences to researchers, let alone non-trans femme folks. Both authors were 
involved in analyzing the data and writing this article. In particular, and in keeping 
with the participatory nature of the research, the second author took the lead in 
writing this methods section.

Timely displays I: decorative objects

In this section we discuss a selection of objects that participants pointed out to us 
when we asked them for things that held special meaning specifically as a trans 
person, demonstrating how these objects cohere multiple temporalities in rela-
tionship to transition. Participants frequently pointed out a variety of items in their 
homes, including art projects they made to express their identity, decorations fea-
turing rainbows, sex toys, and shelves of books on queer theory and trans studies. 
Consistently notable, however, was that the objects which participants eventually 
settled on as the most important ‘trans objects’ in their homes did not necessarily 
explicitly denote a queer or trans identity the way a transgender pride flag would, 
but rather indexed a variety of modes through which queer time was lived.

John, the only transgender housemate in a group of gay men sharing a rented 
rowhouse in South Philadelphia, showed us his collection of syringes and used 
vials of testosterone. Placed prominently on display in his room, if you did not 
know John was trans the display could be related to any medical issue. But John 
explained that this set of objects serves for him as a way to mark time, a static yet 
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constantly expanding collection of objects through which he tracks his transition 
into what he called a ‘man that passes.’ He spoke of the literal importance of a visual 
reminder that traces the amount of testosterone he has injected into his own body 
to transform it. As Gregson (2007, 125) notes, ‘the accommodations of collections 
[…] establish the core temporal registers of everyday life in our homes.’ In John’s 
case this core temporal register functions much like McClintock’s (1995) concept 
of ‘panoptic time’: the display, which as John noted is for himself as much as it is 
for visitors, at once allows the passage of time to be consumed at a single glance, 
as the past is recalled, the present is experienced, and the future, as the display 
itself keeps changing and growing weekly and monthly, is anticipated (Photo 1).

Sam’s primary set of trans objects indicates an orientation to a past he never 
experienced. Pointing to a range of illustrated dinosaur-themed furnishings in 
his living room full of toys and games, Sam spoke of what often happens when 
visitors arrive at his home:

People will say, ‘it sort of looks like an 8-year-old boy lives here.’ I didn’t get to be an eight 
year old boy, so now I get to do that […] If I want a dino[saur] carpet on my floor, I’m 
gonna keep a dino carpet on my floor as long as I want to.

In Sam’s home these items meld together past and present. Other participants’ 
objects directly allude to pre-transition bodies and accomplishments in ways that 
also complicate simple assumptions of continuity across the life course. Tim notes 
that

I have […] cute little things from grade school that I’ve written; they all have my 7-year-
old handwriting and my legal name. So I’m not ashamed of that, I don’t try to hide that. 
It’s just this collection of who I am and where I’ve come from.

Photo 1. John’s vials and syringes. Photograph by dana Kaplan.
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Dustin pointed us to a set of deer antlers mounted prominently on the wall of 
his apartment. His explanation:

My antlers to me are trans because I went hunting when I was in high school and I was 
the only girl in my town that was a hunter, and I’ve always been really proud of that. A 
lot of people don’t like them because of their views on hunting, [but] even though now 
I’m kind of this dude that has antlers on the wall, that isn’t what those are to me. […] It 
is a trophy, but it’s a trophy of being able to provide for your family […] I went to school 
the next week and all of the boys didn’t get anything and I did.

At this point the second author shared his own story of keeping a baseball 
card of himself as an eight-year-old girl on his fridge, and how much it meant for 
him to be the only girl on the team. Both of these examples illustrate not just a 
desire for continuity across the trans lifecourse, but the ability of material objects 
to enable the distinctness Dustin felt about himself in the past to live on in the 
present. Dustin is now a guy with antlers on the wall, an object that punctures 
visitors’ expectations of domestic mundanity primarily for being an animal trophy 
rather than an explicitly transgender symbol.

Michael showed us a small circular stuffed pillow, fashioned in the shape of a 
female breast, sitting on his bed. As he tells it,

When I decided I wanted to have top surgery [bilateral mastectomy], the person I was 
with at the time made me a boob so when I had top surgery I can always have my boob 
with me, which I think is kind of hilarious. And it like floats around the bed.

Created before Michael’s top surgery, the breast pillow anticipated his trans 
future. Now, after the surgery, the pillow harks back to a past in which the trans 
present was still a future, materializing a Muñoz’s horizontality of queer time as it 
moves, unruly, on and in the most intimate part of Michael’s domestic space, his 
bed. Featured prominently within the homes we visited, these items of décor and 
display, through regular visual and haptic engagement, clearly function as central 
in the production of domestic space itself as trans (Photo 2).

Timely displays II: photographs

Perhaps the objects to mostly saliently materialize trans time in our research were, 
like the image on the second author’s baseball card, photographs. Divya Tolia-
Kelly refers to photographs in the homes of South Asian women in London as 
‘image-objects’ (2004, 683), highlighting the ways that ‘the materiality of the visual 
is an additional register of the text’ (676). Photographs are thus objects as well as 
discourses, which circulate and are carried from place to place as subjects move 
across space and construct homes in which ‘[s]hards of other environments are 
enclosed’ (676). This materiality renders snapshot photographs particularly pow-
erful objects in trans homes through the way they index and refract the past. Tim 
illustrates:
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I have a picture of my sister and I [sic]. We’re twins and that’s a huge part of my identity. 
And I have a picture of us years before I even thought about transitioning. And that is on 
my bookshelf at eye level, that I look at all the time.

However, household photographs are not reducible to the display of one’s past. 
Morrison’s work on heterosexual couples suggests that a household photograph is 
an image-object which, through ‘the mundane practice of displaying and viewing 
[…] reproduces specific sexed and gendered subjectivities in relation to domestic 
space’ (2013, 419). For Morrison, this gendered encounter with photographs is not 
just ‘repetitive’ but a ‘taken-for-granted homemaking practice that ties [together] 
[…] domestic spaces and subjectivities’ (419). For Tim this repetitive, taken-for-
granted process takes on additional meaning, as his acts of viewing photos from 
his past function to secure his relationship to his home through an affirmation 
of his family origins. Additionally, Tim, through his embrace of childhood photo-
graphs and ephemera clearly demonstrates a rejection of the oppressive 20th-cen-
tury medicalized model of transition in which transgender individuals were often 
instructed to completely erase histories of previous embodiments, and sometimes 
even to make up backstories portraying themselves as always-cisgender (Bornstein 
2013; Califia 1997).

However, the display of photographs as trans image-objects is not as simple as 
direct contact with the past self. For Gillian Rose, ‘a photograph’s distinctiveness 
as a particular kind of object lies precisely in its partial inaccessibility to meaning’ 
(2003, 8). Specifically, drawing on the work of French critic Roland Barthes, Rose 
argues that everyday family photographs, through the way they carry traces of 
former moments, materialize ‘an illogical conjunction between the “here-now” 
and the “there-then”’ (11); through their viewing, family photos ‘bring different 
times and space in conjunction’ (14). Though Rose argues that for her sample of 
the middle-class cisgender mothers in London these encounters are not actually 

Photo 2. Michael’s breast pillow. Photograph by dana Kaplan.
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disruptive, we want to think about how acts of display and viewing of personal 
photographs take place in ways that are productive as well as unsettling.

Moe: I have a picture of myself before I started taking [testosterone] that I keep very 
publicly […] I have that picture up and I always keep it up, because it’s the only picture I 
have framed. […] And my friend was one time over at my house and was looking at this 
picture, and she was like, ‘You look really feminine in that picture, it’s really funny.’ And 
I was like, ‘Wait, do you know I’m trans?’ And she was like – and we’d been friends for a 
year and I just assumed she knew – and she was like, ‘What? No!’ And ‘Which way?’ [She] 
didn’t understand, but it was one of those things where, you wouldn’t have remarked on 
that had you known I was trans.

Resonating with Hitchings (2004, 172) notion of ‘the ways in which the objects 
of the home can object to what is said about them,’ for Moe this particular photo-
graph, through its display and viewing by newcomers to his home, functions not 
only as a means of cementing the relationship between his home, his past, and 
the perception of his gendered subjectivity, but one which explicitly disrupts it. 
Yet precisely because the photograph is displayed in the home, a private space in 
which Moe has control over who can enter and exit, this disruption results not in a 
moment of transphobic violence, but in a fully voluntary, and thus emancipatory, 
moment of coming out to a friend.

James and Moe both note the centrality of this public-private binary in refer-
ence to passing, whereby if you pass it is often no longer public space in which 
misgendering or threats occur, but at home. Passing, as a means by which self as 
subject and self as object come to cohere, opens up freedom for men like James 
to engage with and display for guests photographs that depict his previous female 
embodiment in a way which does not provoke anxiety around the destabilization 
of his current trans and male identity (see Tamàs Fütty 2010). Though the bound-
ary between public and private space is always porous (Kaika 2004) for James 
home serves as a regulable space in which the kinds of rigid gender performances 
required to avoid misgendering and transphobia can be relaxed:

Here in my home it’s not out of sync for me to have pictures of me being girl. I take it 
for granted because it’s my private space. All those things don’t conflict in my space. 
Girlhood, boyhood, womanhood, manhood, transness, whatever. All those things, 
because it’s just me myself and I or whoever [sic] I welcome into my home. I feel like 
I don’t have to compromise on that, and I feel like there’s so much outside that wants 
to put you in a box. This is one of the few places where you don’t have to have anxiety 
about holding all those things.

Time itself is also a constitutive element in the display, and later removal of 
objects. James notes that his relatively recent experience of himself as passing 
in public space has also changed his visceral experience of viewing older photo-
graphs of himself:

I feel like now that I pass, a lot of my anxieties and desires to shut the door on my other 
self, my previous self, are sort of gone. I feel a lot more comfortable with myself so I don’t 
feel as like ‘ugh’ when I see pictures of myself. I just got some photos from my mom’s 
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house, recently, I might hang up more. When I finally get a smart phone I might do the 
‘throwback Thursday’ thing. Everybody does that, and I want to be a part of that.

James here alludes not only to the importance of the circulation of photo-
graphs-as-objects between family members, but also to his ambition to expand 
his display of photographs of his younger, pre-transition self to the virtual world 
through participating in the common online practice of marrying one’s photo-
graphic past to contemporary practices of social media through the ‘#tbt’ hashtag 
(‘throwback Thursday,’ in which social media users post older pictures of them-
selves; see Jackson, Bailey, and Foucault Welles 2017 for more on trans hashtags). 
Resonating with Dinshaw’s notion of queer time as the embrace of ‘felt asynchrony’ 
that blurs taken-for-granted modes of categorization, for James photographs enact 
an intersection between temporality and domesticity that allows him to resist a 
series of binary categories, including past/present, male/female, subject/object, 
and public/private.

For Ralph the process moved in reverse. He used to have a ‘mommy corner’ when 
his son was little – a area of a room with photos of Ralph pre-transition with his 
son as a little boy and a single dress that Ralph used to wear. He kept these items 
on display until he moved into their current house several years prior. Ralph told 
a story about how one Mother’s Day he said to his son ‘You know a part of me will 
always be your mommy,’ and his son replied ‘Please, no. You’re my dad.’  The objects 
in the ‘mommy corner’ ceased to function centrally in the construction of the queer 
family home and in tandem with Ralph’s transition, themselves transitioned from 
materializing the time of enduringness to themselves being transient.

Not everyone in our sample experienced photographs from the past in the 
same ways or on the same terms. As Arnie notes, even in absentia old photo-
graphs are objects laden with emotion and implicated in the experience of mul-
tiple temporalities:

I don’t […] keep objects around that are from pre-21. Part of that is that I haven’t had a 
lot of contact with my family for the majority of my adult life. I am definitely not seeking 
out photographs of myself from high school or junior high school. I mean, I work really 
hard to try to feel loving about that part of me and that time in my life, because, like, 
I believe that I was alive the whole time, and even though I was in a lot of pain and it 
didn’t really work for me, I try as best I can to make peace with that, because it feels awful 
to me to cut off a piece of my experience. But it’s not un-fraught, you know?

Arnie here is clearly grappling with the ambivalence associated with keeping 
in tension the continuity of the self with a reckoning with pain from the past, a 
contrast that is, as Tolia-Kelly (2004) would put it, enclosed in photographs from 
before transition and their active display in the home, a choice Arnie has not made. 
The photos help us confirm, again, the queerly constitutive role played by the 
non-human objects that surround us in private space. The materiality of the photos 
as they travel and pass between family-members, or do not, also comes to the fore.
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Conclusion

In this article we have considered the objects on display that not only ‘represent’ 
participants’ transness, but whose role as part of the creation and ongoing lived 
experience of the homespace contributes to the emergence of everyday trans 
life. We have not only argued that our transmasculine participants have lived 
lives characterized by queer temporalities and by transitions that are themselves 
intensely marked becomings, but that in these men’s queerly material relationships 
to those queer temporalities, materialized as and embedded in these hybrid types 
of objects that encompass both past and present, trans domesticity emerges. As 
opposed to the temporal fixity of how one is constructed as a passing or non-pass-
ing object in the eye of beholders in public space, the home constitutes a space 
where trans men can not only experience themselves as subjects and not objects, 
but where they can also acknowledge the emergent simultaneous multiplicities 
and queer temporalities of trans identities. This reading thus serves as a way of 
resisting psychiatric narratives of transgender that emphasize the linearity of tran-
sition. As Jagose (in Dinshaw et al. 2007) writes, ‘it’s important to question the 
reification of queer temporality, the credentialing of asynchrony, multi-temporal-
ity, and nonlinearity as if they were automatically in the service of queer political 
projects and aspirations’ (191). But we can read the objects of queer time for trans 
people as thus performing less a fracturing than a form of unification that calls for 
the integration of continuity as well as discontinuity.

Julia Serano has written forcefully about her discomfort with what she calls 
the ‘ungendering’ practiced by academics who use the figure of the ‘transsexual’ 
or transgender as merely a ‘device to bring conventional notions of maleness and 
femaleness into question’ (2007, 196). An actual examination of the empirical 
realities of trans domestic lives in a participatory setting is, we argue, a means to 
circumvent the constant tendency of particularly feminist academics to consider 
transgender bodies only as icons of post-modernity and instead as actual living 
human beings engaged in the messy material practice of queer becomings. In 
this way we might be able to move outward, to consider both ‘the specificity of 
trans experience and its connection to other sites where social justice is fought 
for’ (Rooke 2010, 666).

In this article we have explored the queerly constitutive role played by the 
non-human objects that surround us in private space but also, in a fraught moment 
for queer and trans politics, awash with skepticism about queer home-making 
practices, the ways in which attending to trans experiences and embodiments 
can disrupt conclusions that locate domesticities, and the temporal rhythms that 
structure them, as both routine and potentially radical. Rather than abstract trans 
experiences, many of them deeply painful, in order to make a theoretical point we 
call for more work that explores and engages the material-temporal specificities 
of trans subjectivity comprising, especially, the lived experiences of asynchrony in 
everyday spaces, including people who are non-binary or were assigned male at 
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birth. We want to conclude by arguing that the excavation of mundane practices 
and worldly entanglements, we argue, is not just a critical question for queer and 
trans lives, but for feminist and social geographers – that is to say, not necessarily 
mundane at all.
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